Camioneta lincoln

Salesman worked with me to get the best deal, no pressure. Truck is working well so far. I
purchased the vehicle that i was looking at. I noticed a slight problem with it on the way home.
They fixed it quickly at no charge. This dealer incorrectly advertises at least 9 Ford F Trucks as
trim level Lariat when they are actually a lower level trim. I reported it to the dealership and they
neither acknowledged the error nor corrected it on cargurus. Austin was awesome! Helpful
beyond I haven't bought a used car in forever, Austin rocked it to help me feel taken care of.
Goes above and beyond :. Small town dealer with a no nonsense approach. I drove four hours
to deal with Adam. Well worth it. Great dealer! Made the process easy and stress free. Would
recommend them to anyone. Definitely worth the drive to shop small town where you feel
valued. Thank you Erdkemp family for a great experience! Car was as described Dealer had all
paperwork ready when we went to pick up best car buying experience I ever had. If I ever decide
to purchase another car Erdkamp motors is where I will start. Responded the next day with 2
follow up calls were very professional and diligent just wasn't the right car for me. Truck was
not in the condition that was advertised,it had a damaged tailgate,on the side of the bed had
been used for a companies logo and removed,the lettering was still visible on the faded
paint,was not worth the advertised price to me!!! Sales person was courteous,but did not offer a
discount. Had a good conversation with Alex, he helped me out greatly. Was able to provide me
with pictures of the car. Have scheduled an appointment to go see the car and test drive it. Solid
work so far. Best dealship I've ever dealt with. They make it so easy and enjoyable to purchase
from the. Very easy transaction! There was no fooling around. Would definitely buy with them
again! This was my best experience getting a car from a deal ship. I never felt rushed or
pressured. They tried to get the best deal for me and they were super friendly. They made my
tough situation into a great one. I drove two hours to get the car, and I would in fact do it again.
The dealer worked hard and contacted me multiple times and tried to help me with a vehicle.
Unfortunately the lending company didn't want to lend money on the vehicle do to the price and
milage. The dealer was very professional and helpful. They went above and beyond
expectations. Honest and friendly. I have told everyone that asks about my dealings with them
that if they are ever looking for a vehicle these people are awesome. If I could I would give them
a 6 star rating. Extremely rude staff. Tried selling a truck for 3 thousand more than another
competing dealer in town. When he pulled up their website and saw their price was 3, lower.
Very disrespectful and extremely rude. Would not recommend to anyone. Good salesman. A
sales person contacted me. This truck was not exactly what I was looking for. They told me I
was welcome to come look at others, but I live in Beatrice and couldn't make the trip at that
time. I bought a truck from a private owner. Thank you for your very quick response, when I was
looking. This dealer was very helpful and even sent me pictures of the car from top to bottom.
However I decided to buy local instead. Emailed me back Told me they were going to send
pictures of vehicle. They did not send pictures. I live a ways away and I asked for a video and he
did a super job. I just found this car with only 17k miles and purchased it instead if this one.
Camionetas baratas en venta en Lincoln, NE. Mejores descuentos primero. Usuario de
CarGurus. Concesionario Ford autorizado. Concesionario Chevrolet autorizado. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were so incredibly nice and
understanding! I have some work to do on my side, then I would definitely buy from them. I have
only had a experience with a dealership once before, and that salesman had my loyalty until he
left. They are that good! Responend but could not work out a deal. Sales person Mo was kind
and easy to talk to. Finance person was a little pushy. Mo went out of his way to help me buy
this truck. I would recommend this dealership. Dealership replied to my request very quickly
They also answered all my questions. I have an appointment on Monday morning. Very open
and informative. The staff was helpful and enthusiastic. Unfortunately I did not end up
purchasing a vehicle because I decided to buy a new car but they seemed like a decent
dealership. Great people, pretty much had most of the details ironed out before ever arriving at
the dealership and that worked great since we were out of state. I would recommend these folks
and would buy again from them. Good sevice paid for car and car broke down on the way home.
Bad bussiness. Selling junk cars. Rate them as a 2 waiting for car to be fix. When I got their
email, they said the vehicle was available to test drive. I got preapproved for a loan. On Saturday
morning, I drove 45 minutes to see the vehicle. At first, they couldn't find it. Then they realized
that it was off the lot and they told me it was in the shop for an engine replacement. Very fast
response to my inquiry. Their customer service is top notch. I haven't been able to make it to
the dealership for a in person inspection, but the people that are working with this company are
very easy going and pleasant to deal with. Excellent service. Derek was very professional and
the rest of the sales team worked together to make the deal. All the staff said hi and if I needed
help as I was waiting for Derek as he was with another customer. I would highly recommend,
very professional. I flew in from WA to get a unbelievable deal on a vehicle. Joe handles

everything for me, including finding a car carrier to get the vehicle back to WA for me.
Paperwork took all of 30 min. Great service, highly recommended. Sales Rep. Michael Vickers
was very helpful. However, there was damage noted on the vehicle in Carfax that was not
mentioned on this site in Auto Check. So, the pricing was not agreed to with the Dealership
when I pointed this out. Sales manager and associate were excellent. Responses were always
quick and professional. Highly recommended. Dealer contacted right away with a generic email
response. Did not provide any information on the questions that were asked in email to them
regarding the vehicle. Went with another dealer that provided answers to the questions that
were asked in their first response. Steve and the gang were super helpful and accommodating!
The car I test drove and bought was clean and smelled new. The shop rotated my tires for me
and made arrangments for me to pick it up when worked with my schedule. Very thankful for all
the work they put in! I felt well taken care of. Workers are very personable, professional, and
friendly. The listed price of the vehicle was misleading, causing some frustration. Only reason
for a low rating is the truck sold while I was on my way to view it and they did not have any
other one to match it. We were a bit uncomfortable with the high pressure tactics used by the
salesman who helped us. He was a bit rude and brusque as well. Larry H Miller Ford in Draper
was fantastic. The transaction was super easy, relaxed and fair. I recommend them highly. Our
salesman Al was honest and well informed on the vehicle, friendly and answered all our
questions. They did not push the vehicle at all. Pleasent experience. The sales person and
dealerships was awesome! They provided all the information needed and was very transparent.
Introduced in , the Lincoln Navigator was on the vanguard of the hugely successful full-size
luxury SUV trend. It remains up there, parked at the peak with the Cadillac Escalade. The
Navigator was redesigned for The premium, seven-passenger sport-utility vehicle is based on
the Ford Expedition, but features many ritzy touches added as standard features. These include
loads of powered accessories, supple leather seating with integrated heaters and coolers , and
fine interior appointments like rich wood. Although the vehicle's gas mileage numbers are
miserable, if not sinful, there's a large segment of the car-buying public that doesn't care, even
as fuel prices rise. These spacious and imposing behemoths have sold well for every year of
their existence, as they are snapped up by professional athletes, affluent suburban moms, and
simply anyone who likes to make a big statement with what they drive. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Lincoln Navigator for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50
mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lincoln Navigator listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Lincoln Dealer. Read more. From an impressive customer care program to a
lineup of luxury vehicles focused on catering to and coddling its clients, Lincoln is carving a
niche for itself in a space the a
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utomaker has referred to. There was once a time when American luxury really meant
something. But it seemed like that time was long past. Lincoln Navigator Reviews Review. Great
car, very clean, pristine condition. Has plenty of power, just what we needed for our family with
plenty of nice gadgets. We love it. This is my second Navigator and I love it. My first one was a
and this one is a Absolutely love it. Low miles and a great cost. Only wish would be a trailer
hitch for our camper but that can be added. Maximum extras! Beautiful trim package. Very
roomy inside and comfortable seats. Great sounding auto package. Love all the automatic
features. Rides smooth and quiet. Easy to drive. Why Use CarGurus? Lincoln dealers in Atlanta
GA. Lincoln dealers in Chicago IL. Lincoln dealers in Dallas TX. Lincoln dealers in Houston TX.
Lincoln dealers in Los Angeles CA. Lincoln dealers in Miami FL. Lincoln dealers in New York
NY. Lincoln dealers in Philadelphia PA. Lincoln dealers in Washington DC.

